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Abstract. Typical analytical measures in graph theory like degree centrality, betweenness and closeness centralities are very common and have
long history of their successful use. However, modeling of covert, terrorist or criminal networks through social graph dose not really provide the
hierarchical structure of such networks because these networks are composed of leaders and followers. It is possible mathematically, for some
graphs to estimate the probability that the removal of a certain number
of nodes would split the networks into may be non functional network.
In this research we investigate and analyze a social network using Bayes
probability theory model to calculate entropy of each node present in
the network to high light the important actors in the network. This is
accomplished by observing the amount of entropy change computed by
successively removing each node in the network.
Keywords: Social Networks Analysis, Bayes’ Theorem, Entropy, Key
Actors.

1

Introduction

A typical social network (social graph) shows the connections amongst various
nodes representing actors (people) revealing many characteristics of these nodes
for example active, semi active, passive and dormant nodes. The human social networks are similar to a large picture with fuzzy borders which may some
time overlap with other social networks. Social interactions represent an important activity describing understanding, mutual common interests, including joint
work/projects, hobbies, or simply common destinations in a physical environment. Similarly, drug dealers, terrorist and covert networks are also represented
through social graphs. Since 9-11 terrorist attacks a great deal of research is taking place ﬁrstly to understand the dynamics of these terrorist networks (analysis) and secondly, developing methods to either destabilize or disintegrate these
networks. Insight visualization of any social network typically focuses on the
characteristics of the network structure. Social Network Analysis is a mathematical method for ’connecting the dots’, SNA allows us to map and measure
complex relationships/connections between human groups, animals, computers
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or other information/knowledge processing entities and organizations [1]. These
relationships can reveal unknown information about these dots and the network
itself. Jacob Moreno invented ”Sociometry” which is the basis of SNA, utilized
”sociograms” to discover leaders and map indirect connections in 1934 [2]. The
two basic elements of SNA are connections and nodes. Connections are ties between individuals or groups and nodes are the individuals or groups involved in
the network. Typically, importance of a node in a social network refers to its
centrality. Central nodes have the potential to exert inﬂuence over less central
nodes. A network that possesses just a few or perhaps even one node with high
centrality is a centralized network in which case all subordinate nodes send information to the central node and the central node disseminate the information
to all other nodes in the network [3,4,5]. Centralized networks are susceptible
to disruption because damage to a central node is normally catastrophic to the
entire network, similar in principle to a client server architecture. There are different dynamics of social networking for example Kin-based (father, husband),
Role-based (oﬃce), Interactions (chatting) and Aﬃliations (clubs etc). Analysts
have applied SNA in many ﬁelds to reveal hidden informal links between nodes
[6]. For example in businesses SNA have been used to analyze email patterns
to determine which employees are overloaded, similarly, law enforcement and
national security organizations are using various method of SNA to identify important nodes and connections of terrorist organizations [7].

2

Literature Review

SNA has widely been used to study the networks for example in qualitative studies the facilitators of link establishment and in quantitative studies the use of
statistical methods to measure existing network. Most studies in link establishment have been carried out in sociology and criminology [8]. Statistical analysis
mostly dealt with exploring the key actors using standard centrality measures.
In contrast to this, the dynamic social network analysis methods have been
dealing with network recovery, network measurement and statistical analysis.
In network recovery multiple instantaneous network representation are recovered from longitudinal data to model the evolving network. In dynamic network measurement three types of techniques are used, deterministic measure,
probabilistic measures and Temporal measures. In deterministic measures network size, degree, betweenness and closeness measures are computed whereas
in probabilistic measures degree distribution and clustering coeﬃcient are measured. As the network development is a continuous process so temporal measure
deals with this continuous process by considering a time variable. Statistical
analysis typically studies and explains the topologies of networks. Paramjit and
Swartz [9] have used random-eﬀects models to incorporate dependence between
the dyads, originally this idea was proposed by Wong [10] in which the likelihood
of ties in terms of the nodal attributes rather than in terms of network structural properties for example transitivity and cyclicity are expressed. Bayesian approach has been used in network modeling. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
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simulation technique has also been used to determine the characteristic marginal
posterior distribution which allows for complicated modeling and inference independent of sample size. This is in contrast with analyses which focus only
on the estimation of primary parameters and their asymptotic standard errors.
MCMC has been used by Gill and Swartz for Bayesian analysis of round robin
interaction data where the response variable was continuous [11,12]. Nowicki and
Snijders [13] used MCMC Bayesian analysis for block model structures where
the relationship between two nodes depends only on block membership. How the
basic Bayesian model can be modiﬁed to cater to special settings are presented
by Holland and Leinhardt [14]. Paramjit [9] demonstrated to introduced covariates and the stochastic block models to the basic Bayesian model [10] and how
MCMC simulation output can be used in model selection for Bayesian analysis
of directed graphs data. Our method of using Bayes posterior probability for
statistical analysis is very straight forward as we compute the posterior probability for each node and then this probability is used in the evaluation of over
all entropy of the network (explained later in section 4 and 5).

3

Network Structure and Analysis

Given any network where the nodes/agents are individuals, groups, organizations
etc., a number of network measures such as centrality or cut-points are used to
locate critical/important nodes/agents. Typically, social network analysis try to
identify the following characteristics:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Important individual, event, place or group.
Dependency of individual nodes.
Leader-Follower identiﬁcation.
Bonding between nodes.
Vulnerabilities identiﬁcation.
Key players in the network.
Potential threat from the network.
Eﬃciency of overall network

Networks visualization is semantically presented in the form of a graph in
which the nodes represent entities and the arcs represent relationship among
nodes. Classiﬁcation of nodes and its distinctiveness is a challenging task and
one needs to discover the following characteristics [15].
– An individual or group that if given new information can propagate it
rapidly.
– An individual or group that has relatively more power and can be a possible
source of trouble, potential dissidents, or potential innovators.
– An individual or group where movement to a competing group or organization would ensure that the competing unit would learn all the core or critical
information in the original group or organization (inevitable disclosure).
– An individual, group, or resource that provides redundancy in the network.
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Many traditional social network measures and the information processing network measures can help in revealing importance and vulnerabilities of the nodes/
agents in the network [16,17,18,19]. Application of existing tools on these complex socio-technical networks/systems is very demanding to winkle out the required information. Most of the measures and tools work best when the data is
complete; i.e., when the information is inclusive about the interaction among the
nodes. However, the diﬃculty is that covert and terrorist networks are typically
distributed across many boundaries for example from cities or countries and data
about them is never complete-correct at a certain instant of time. Normally, a sampled snapshot data is available some of the links may be intentionally hidden. Also
data is collected from multiple sources for example news (print/tv), open source
internet data, security agencies, etc., and at diﬀerent time instants. In addition inclusive and correct information may be prohibitive because of secrecy. Obviously,
there could be other diﬃculties but even these provide little guidance for what to
expect when analyzing these complex socio-technical systems with the developed
tools. Following paragraph provides the strength and limitations of SNA.
– Strengths
The most fundamental strength of SNA is that it provides a visual representation of the network structure. It allows the analysts to compare and identify
previously unknown links. The knowledge gained through this process even can
be used to forecast not only the individual activities of the actors but also of
network/organization.
– Limitations
SNA is data dependent like most analytical software, therefore, correct and
up to date data is essential for true analysis of a network/organization, therefore,
if the data is incomplete or incorrect ﬁnal product will be inaccurate. Generally
it is believed that SNA is used as a tool only and one should not be relied upon
to provide an absolute depiction of a network. Another important point of its
limitation is that it is time consuming it takes a great deal of time to research a
topic in order to ﬁnd the appropriate information.
In this paper we are analyzing social networks systematically using Bayes
posterior probability to calculate the entropy of individual nodes [20]. Once
the total entropy of the whole network is evaluated then successively one node
from the network is removed each time and the eﬀect in entropy is measured.
The maximum entropy change is expected to occur for the most important key
player node showing the level of uncertainty if that node is not present in the
network. Section 4 provides a mathematical formulation of Bayes theorem in
relation to our methodology, entropy calculations and experimental results are
discussed in section 5 and ﬁnally conclusion is summarized in section 6.

4

Bayes Theorem

Bayes’ Theorem is a simple mathematical formula used for calculating conditional probabilities. Bayes’ Theorem originally stated by Thomas Bayes and it
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has been used in a wide variety of contexts, ranging from marine biology to the
development of ”Bayesian” Spam blockers for email systems. Through the use
of Bayes’ Theorem precise measures can be obtained by showing how the probability that a theory is correct is aﬀected by new evidence [21,22]. In a Bayesian
framework the conditional and marginal probabilities for stochastic events for
example A and B are computed through this relationship:
P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)

(1)

P (A|B) ∝ P (B|A) P (A)

(2)

P (A|B) =

Where P(A) is the prior probability or marginal probability of A, P (A|B) is
the conditional probability given B also called posterior probability. P (B|A) is
conditional probability given A, P(B) is prior probability and considered as normalizing constant. L(A|B) is the likelihood of A given ﬁxed B, here P (B|A) is
equal to L(A|B) however, at times likelihood L can be multiplied by a factor so
that it is proportional to, but not equal probability P. It should be noted that
probability of an event A conditional on another event B is generally diﬀerent
from the probability of B conditional on event A, however, there is a unique relationship between the two which is provided by Bayes theorem. We can formulate
the above relationship as:
posterior =

likelihood × prior
normalizing constant

(3)

We can re-write equation 1 as the ratio P (B|A)/P (B) which is typically called
as standardized likelihood or normalized likelihood so it can be written as:
posterior = normalized likelihood × prior

(4)

Suppose we have a network of nodes (graph) and we are interested in calculating the posterior probability P (A|B) of a node to see if it is the most important
node of the network. Bayes probability theory provides such possibility through
its conditional probability theorem, for this reason we have expanded the above
expression for convenience to interpret various terms according to our implementation model. Therefore,
P (A|B) =

P (B|A) P (A)
P (B|A) P (A) + P (B|N ) P (N )

(5)

P(A) is the prior probability or marginal probability of node A regardless of any
information, which is computed by considering the total number of nodes present
in the network. For example if there are ten nodes in the network then each node
has 10 % chance of being the key actor node, however, if we assume that the
node under consideration is the key actor node then it must have probability
value of 90 % or above for being the key actor node (prior probability) as the
other 9 nodes are not important actors in the network. P(N) is the probability
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that the node is not a key-player given by (1 - P(A)). P (B|A) is conditional
probability given A, meaning that node is a key-player, which is computed based
on the number of links incident on that particular node, so if there are n nodes
in the network then to be the central node of the network it has to be linked
with other (n - 1) nodes. P (B|N ) is conditional probability given N meaning that
node is not a key-player, which is obtained by computing (1−P (B|A)). Bayesian
approach have been used in dynamic SNA issues, statistical analysis and Network
measurement [22,23,24,25], our approach here is diﬀerent, it is straight forward
and much simpler. Basically, here we are interested in evaluating the theory or
hypothesis (equation 1) for A based on B which is the new information (evidence)
that can verify the hypothesis and P(A) is our best estimate of the probability
(known as the prior probability of A) prior to considering the new information.
What we are interested is to discover the probability that A is correct (true) with
the assumption that the new information (evidence) is correct. We are using the
Bayes probability values obtained through the relationship given by equation 5
in our mathematical derivation of uncertainty level entropy formula given in the
next section.

5

Shannon’s Entropy as Uncertainty

Uncertainty is observed in most situations where probability theory is applied or
used, for example tossing a fair coin or rolling a fair dice, one cannot guarantee
what will be the outcome [26]. However, one can describe the scenario with a
probability distribution for example in the case of fair coin: Pr(coin=head)=0.5;
Pr(coin=tail)=0.5 and in the case of fair dice: Pr(dice=1)=1/6; Pr(dice=2)=1/6;
Pr(dice=3)=1/6; Pr(dice=4)=1/6; Pr(dice=5)=1/6; Pr(dice=6)=1/6 but what
if the coin and dice are biased then it will have diﬀerent distribution for example;
Pr(coin=head)=0.4; Pr(coin=tail)=0.6
Therefore, probability distributions are not created equal which implies that
each of these distributions have diﬀerent uncertainty and interestingly, fair dice
or fair coin has the highest uncertainty as we are in more doubt about the
outcome. Shannon converted this uncertainty into a quantitative measure (real
number) H[X] for a random variable X, which takes the probability distribution as [27]; X = Pr(1); Pr(2); Pr(3); Pr(4); Pr(5); .Pr(n) this states that X
can assume value from n possible choices. The quantitative measure H should
be uniformly distributed for complete uncertainty meaning each outcome has
equal likelihood to occur. H also has to be continuous function of probabilities
so a small change in probability should always bring a small change in H, ﬁnally
probabilities can be grouped in diﬀerent ways so H is a function of the distribution and not a function based on our grouping within the distribution. Based on
these assumption entropy of a random variable is given as;
H [X] = k

n

r=1

Pr (x)logPr (x)

(6)
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Fig. 1. Example 30 Node Network

Where k is an arbitrary constant, which is taken as -1, we can rewrite the above
formula as [26];
n

H [X] = −1
Pr (x)logPr (x)
(7)
r=1

It should be noted that H[X] is not a function of random variable X rather it is
a function of probability distribution of X [22].
Example Network 1
Our ﬁrst example model is shown in ﬁgure 1, which shows a network of relatively
less complex interactions, this network is a hierarchical structure similar to a typical small organization. This network has 30 nodes, ﬁrst of all we need to determine
the Bayes priori probability for each node using the computation explained earlier
in section 4 then Bayes posterior probability for each node is computed after substitutions of corresponding terms. These probability values are then substituted in
the entropy formula equation (7) and networks overall entropy is computed. Now
successively a single node is physically removed from the network and the system
computes its adjacency matrix based on the new structure (removal of a node)
and then same cycle of computation starts for Bayes probabilities and entropy
calculations and results are stored in a vector. Once this process for each of the
node in the network is completed the entropy vectors corresponding to each node
are plotted as a mesh matrix shown in ﬁgure 2, the color coded bar (value from
0.38 to 0.48) is used to indicate the amount of change in entropy from the over all
network entropy. It can be seen in ﬁgure 2 that key player nodes are shown with
a shade having small value 0.38 where as less important players have shade with
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Fig. 2. Entropy Mesh Matrix

Fig. 3. Nodes Uncertainty

high value 0.48. The uncertainty is computed after removal of each node which is
then compared against the networks overall entropy in ﬁgure 3, here it can be seen
clearly that the important key actors in the network are node 1, 3, 6 and 9, more
precisely 3 and 9 are the most important nodes.
Example Network 2
Next we took an example of a larger and more complex random network with
60 nodes as shown in ﬁgure 4. This network is more complex then the previous
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Fig. 4. Random 60 Node Network

network because the numbers of links and the nodes have been doubled. After,
evaluating the posterior probability and subsequently the uncertainty, results
are plotted in ﬁgure 5, it can be seen that node 6, 7, 13, 20, 28 and 44 seems
to be the important key actors, 44 being the most important node (shade color
value of 0.4). The uncertainty of nodes against the over all network entropy
is plotted in ﬁgure 6 and it also indicates similar nodes to be the important
players in the network, however, if you look at the network more closely very
interesting results are actually present in ﬁgure 6. By visual inspection it can
be seen in the network of ﬁgure 4, that there are 5 (20, 28, 43, 52 and 58)
nodes having same number of links (degree centrality = 6). However, our system
reveals that node 58 has less importance than the rest of four nodes, which is
evident if we look at the placement of node 58 in the network. This shows that
our method is more robust and eﬃcient in predicting the key actor node as its
entropy change is more compared with other nodes having same standing in the
network. Also, there are 7 (3, 6, 7, 13, 25, 33 and 35) nodes having the same
numbers of links (degree centrality = 5) but our system have shown that node
13 has the greater uncertainty among them making it the key actor node for this
group.
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Fig. 5. Entropy Mesh Matrix

Fig. 6. Nodes Uncertainty

6

Conclusion

The standard statistical solution for SNA has been matured for long time now
and used in the studying social behavior however, elucidating the pattern of
connections in social structure is very challenging. The reason being that some
of the existed links within the network are not visible or cannot be seen or may
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be concealed by individuals so the conventional social network analysis cannot
be applied. The real world social networks including small world networks have
varying complexity. The purpose of this paper is to investigate and locate the
important actors in such networks. The idea of using such model is based on
the underlying assumption philosophy of Bayesian Posterior Probability that
uncertainty and degree of belief can be measured as probability. We have shown
through simulation that Bayes approach combined with information entropy
model is very useful in revealing the key players/actors in a social network. We
have computed results for many networks having varying degree of complexity
but results for two such networks are presented although all of them shown consistency in revealing the important information. In our future work we would like
to extend this framework by incorporating additional information for computing
the prior probability from its simple total network number to information type
and message contents.
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